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East Meets Grill: A Southeast Asian Steak Affair

Discovery Suites is not to be left behind when it comes to exquisite culinary collaborations that will

excite foodies and add more color to an already vibrant Philippine gastronomic landscape. For the first

time post pandemic, Discovery Suites’ Executive Chef Gerwin Bailon teams up with Chef Sharwin Tee, a

celebrated culinary expert, columnist and author, for a 2-night dinner event that marries the flavors of

80’s steakhouse and well-loved Southeast Asian flavors.

East Meets Grill: A Southeast Asian Steak Affair is an exclusive 4-hands dinner happening at 22 Prime on

September 15 and 16, from 6:30 PM onwards. 22 Prime, Discovery Suites’ flagship restaurant, is situated

at the hotel’s 22nd floor and has the view of Ortigas as the perfect backdrop for this gastronomic fanfare

highlighting two culinary genius in bringing unique flavor combinations to life..

Embark on a culinary journey that celebrates rich flavors that were skillfully woven with the artistry of

fine dining as Chef Gerwin and Chef Sharwin dish out a 7-course menu that integrates the diversity of

Southeast Asian taste into the classic steakhouse menu. Expect nothing less but a showcase of their

unique interpretations combining traditional techniques with contemporary culinary twists.

“We are thrilled to have this chance to collaborate with Chef Sharwin!” said Chef Gerwin. “This event is a

celebration of the vibrant flavors that Southeast Asian cuisine has to offer, combined with the elegance of

fine dining through a selection of dishes that we have carefully crafted.”

Beyond the gastronomic satisfaction that this event promises, “East Meets Grill” carries a social

commitment. A portion of the revenue will be dedicated to supporting the Aeta community in Capas,

Tarlac, through Aeta Ako, Pilipino Ako, Foundation Inc. The funds will contribute to the education of 4

senior high students to provide them access to a better and brighter future.

“East Meets Grill” promises an unforgettable dining experience that melds culinary innovation, expertise

and artistry. Reservations are now open, with limited seats available. For reservations and more

information, please visit bit.ly/EastMeetsGrillAt22Prime or call us at (+632) 7719 8888.

ABOUT 22 PRIME

The multi-awarded 22 Prime is Discovery Suites’ flagship restaurant, widely recognized as the country’s

foremost name in US Prime Angus Steaks. Located on the 22nd floor with a stunning view of the Ortigas



skyline, this meat-lover’s mecca offers an excellent selection of choice cuts, as well as an array of

accompaniments and alternative seafood options in an impressive showcase of Executive Chef Gerwin

Bailon’s culinary expertise.

Follow Discovery Suites Manila:

● Website: www.discoverysuites.com

● Facebook: facebook.com/DiscoverySuitesOrtigas

● Instagram: @discoverysuites

● TikTok: @discovery.suites
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